Significant differences in the inelastic structure functions of Fe, Al, and deuterium nuclei have recently been observed In muon' and electron* scattering experiments.
This has been interpreted asadlstortlon of the quark momentum distributions
In bound nucleans.
To study the A-dependence of this effect, we have measured differential cross sections for the inelastic scattering of electrons from deuterium, He, Be, C, Al, Ca, Fe, Ag, and Au over a large kinematic range (x values between 0.09 and 0.9 and Q' values of 2,5,10, and 15 (GeV/cJ2).
The Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SIX) provided electrons with incident energies (E) ranging from 8 to 24.5 GeV. The SLAC 8-GeV/c spectrometer was used at 23 settings to detect electrons with energies (Et) from 3.1 to 8.4 GeV scattered at angles (0) betveen 11' and 23".
The measured cross sections were radiatively corrected using the method of MO and Tsai' in a manner similar to that described in Stein et al.* The Zdependent correction for the nuclear Coulomb field was not applied, but has been calculated5 to be less than 1.5% for Au over our kinematic range.
The cross sections vere adjusted to compensate for neutron excess, such that aA represents the cross section per nucleon of a hypothetical nucleus vithan equal number (A/2)%f protons and neutrons.
Using the approximation cn -op(l-0.8x), corrections as largeas 10% for Au were obtained at x -0.8. ( 1) where UM -4a2E'2cosZ(6/2)/Q' and E is the photon polarization.
The ratio $/q=(l+R)/(1+Q2/4Hy) is determined by R=cL/oT, the ratio of the cross sections for absorption of longitudinal and transverse virtual photons.
Results' for oAA/od have been recently published so this talk will concentrate on the measurement of R. To extract $/$&2/Fzfrom the cross section it necessary to measure the A dependence of R.
To study this measurements were made at Q2-5 (GeV/cj2 andx= 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 using two different angles 0
for each x value.
The resulting x-averaged values for R are 0.112+0.048 for d, 0.127~0.174forHe,0.195~0.112 for Al, 0.29920.079 for Fe, and 0.382+0.197forAu. The errors are statistical only. Theresultsare consistent with the average value for deuterium (R -0.24+0.1) from previous measurements' in our kinematic region. However, as .described belov, in the best fit to Our data R has an A dependence that would glvealarge difference betveen 2/od and s/F:. Therefore, one must be careful to distinguish between the experimentally measured cross sections which depend on x,Q2 and E and the derived structure functions which depend on x and Q*. Because we see no significant Q* dependence in our x > 0.8, the trend of the data Is opposite to that exdata, Figs. l(b-i) shov Qz-averaged ratios for each petted from Fermi motion effects."" target in finer x bins than in Fig. l(a) . The average value of the slope of 0.15 gives (RF,-Rd) -0.16+0.08.
In Fig. 2 are lines with slope .15 which are separately normalized at each value of x to best fit the data shown ()i2/df -1.2). Thebesthor---izontal lines (RFe -Rd) have a x'/df -2.5. Remember that we have used statistical errors only and that when systematic erqors are included, the worlds data is consistant with no A dependence of R. 
